Le Chic Miami LLC

Le Chic Miami specializes in producing accessories such as earrings and ornaments. All designs are original and crafted directly by Le Chic Miami LLC in the USA.

Le Chic Miami’s mission is to spread joy and celebrate diversity through their distinctive and vibrant hand-painted earrings. Each pair is crafted with love and care, symbolizing the individuality and beauty of every wearer. The company is dedicated to introducing color and happiness to the world, one earring at a time.

Official website https://lechicmiami.store.

Le Chic Miami LLC is a proud member of the eBay VeRO Program. We are committed to safeguarding our copyrights, trademarks, and other intellectual property from unauthorized use. Our name, logo, photographic images, size charts, and item descriptions that appear on our website and in our catalogs are protected by state, federal, and international laws. Unauthorized use without our express permission is prohibited. If an infringement of our copyrights, trademarks, or other proprietary rights is identified on eBay, we will notify eBay and request the auction’s cancellation. The seller will then be provided with our contact information.

It's important to note that the sale of unauthorized reproductions or stolen property on eBay is not only strictly forbidden but also violates state, federal, and international laws.

Reproductions of any design from the Le Chic Miami LLC original design collection are not permitted. Original Le Chic Miami LLC designs are protected by United States and international copyright laws. No part of these designs, including photographs and text, may be reproduced or used in any manner without the express permission of Le Chic Miami LLC. Any copies of original Le Chic Miami LLC designs listed on eBay will be reported to VeRO.

**Reporting Suspected Counterfeit Products:** To report suspected counterfeit products voluntarily, please email details and contact information to copyright@lechicmiami.store.